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Abstract
The paper proposes a new approach to model a bio-environmental surveillance network as synchronous
network systems, systems consist of components running simultaneously. In the network, bio-environmental
factors compose a physical system of which executions proceed concurrently in synchronous rounds. This
system is synchronized with a synchronous wireless sensor network, the observation network. Topology of the
surveillance network is based on cellular automata to depict its concurrent characteristic. Several aspects of
the above model is simulated by using the case study Brown Planthoppers surveillance network in the Mekong
Delta.
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1. Introduction
Bio-environmental phenomena occur continuously and
concurrently. Continuous occurrence means that they
compose an unbroken whole, without interruption
while concurrency allows them to happen at the same
time. For example, some factors such as temperature
and wind influencing Brown Planthoppers (BPHs)
invasion [6][7] from one place to another, are continual.
Besides, they are concurrent since the motivation for
propagating from a source to a destination comes from
surrounding conditions of the source and its neighbors.
Conditions from such different places must be executed
simultaneously. Similarly, floods which cause overflows
of water are also uninterrupted and concurrent.
To confront with disasters caused by bioenvironmental phenomena, several experienced as
well as academic solutions are proposed and a solution
with wireless sensor network (WSN) emerges as a
suitable capable choice [4][8]. This kind of solution
uses sensors to measure environments and other
factors. The sensed values from sensors will be sent
via a wireless network to a data center periodically.
Next, a back-end system will manipulate these values
and propose solutions relating to collected situations
of surrounding conditions. Such application is called
bio-environmental surveillance network.

There exists a relation between a bio-environmental
phenomenon and its observation WSN in a surveillance
network. Indeed, the WSN provides sampling inputs
for the phenomenon and the phenomenon occurs in
accordance with its rules based on these inputs. On the
other hand, damage levels of bioenvironments caused
by the phenomenon are sampling measured by sensor
nodes of the WSN.
The paper proposes a new approach to model a bioenvironmental surveillance network as synchronous
networks [14] in order to emerge the relation between
bio-environmental phenomena and their WSNs. In this
work, the topology of the surveillance network is based
on cellular automata [24], a parallel structure.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2
depicts some previous work relating to wireless sensor
network as well as bio-environmental surveillance
modeling. Next section is about modeling a bioenvironmental surveillance network as synchronous
networks. Definitions of a synchronous network and a
synchronous wireless sensor network are also depicted
in this section. To be an example for this model, case
study Brown Planthopper surveillance network in the
Mekong Delta of Vietnam is introduced in section
4. A data model for a bio-environmental surveillance
network is described in section 5. Section 6 depicts
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implementations of a bio-environmental surveillance
network. Next section illustrates some simulation
results of the surveillance network described in the case
study. The last section is our conclusion and future
plans.

2. Related work
Examples of bio-environmental surveillance network is
variant such as light trap networks, flood surveillance,
fire forest surveillance. Light trap network uses light
traps to measure environmental factors and insect
densities. Thanks to it, people can make suitable
decisions to get better protection for their crops from
insect attacks.
Light trap method is one of solutions to prevent
high densities of spruce budworm in Canadian forests
[9][10]. It allows people to participate insect trapping
by giving light traps to them and track their traps
from June to end of August every year. Periodically,
people only report estimated densities of insects via
a website, an application or even with a paper and a
pen. Finally, trap samples are collected and counted
in a lab environment. Applications of data collections
from these light traps are variant, for example, thanks
to wing wear and body size measurements of adult
spruce budworms captured at light traps in some
previous years, some useful inference on seasonal
patterns related to reproduction can be archived [11].
However, these light traps seem not to compose a
network, instead, they create a combination of traps to
collect data for post processing. Therefore, there are few
information about the model of the light trap network.
A forest fire detection system can be modeled as
a k-coverage problem in WSNs [36]. In this work,
Fire Weather Index (FWI) System [37] is used in
designing an efficient fire detection system in order to
optimize the communication and sensing modules of
the observation WSN. The WSN life circle is prolonged
due to a data aggregation schema based on the FWI
since the schema only delivers the data that is of
interested by the application.
An insect surveillance network is modeled as an
interaction between an insect physical system and a
WSN system, both can be modeled as synchronous
networks [1]. In this model, the physical system
is considered as a synchronous network based on
cellular automata topology by being dividing into
cellular cells. This physical system is synchronized
with a synchronous WSN system. Nevertheless, data
communication aspect of the WSN system seems not to
be focused in this work.

3. Bio-environmental surveillance network

3.1. Synchronousnetwork
Synchronous network [14] is a network describing synchronized rounds of message exchange and computation. It consists of pieces of processes which may send
and receive messages simultaneously.
Mathematically, a synchronous network can be
considered as a graph G where processes are located at
its nodes and these processes communicate together via
their edges using message sending.
Each node in a synchronous network is termed as a
process which consists of the following components:
• statesi : a collection of states at process i.
• msgsi : a message-generation function specifies
that the process i sends to an indicated neighbor,
starting from the given state.
• transi : a state-transition function specifies a new
state to which the process i moves from the
current state and messages from incomming
neighbors.
Wireless Sensor Network A Wireless Sensor Network
(WSN) [17] consists of n wireless sensor nodes
distributed in a two dimensional planes (figure 1). It
can be considered as a graph G=(V,E) where each sensor
node is a node in V and an edge of E is established
between 2 nodes if the distance between them is at most
a transmission range rt , the maximum distance that the
single transmission of a node can be received by all
nodes in its vicinity.
Besides, each sensor node can measure its surroundings within a sensing range rs . Normally, the sensing
range of a node is much smaller than the communication range.

Figure 1. Sensor nodes in WSN.
Gateway node is a special node in which data sensed
from other sensor nodes is integrated. Commonly, there
is an application connecting to this node to process
these pieces of data for decision making.
A WSN can be considered as a synchronous network
[19] since the WSN shares a reference clock and
allows sensor nodes periodically listening and emitting
interleaved with silences. The WSN behaviors also
2
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require time division, frequency or channels division in
operating the data exchange among sensor nodes.
In practice, both message-generation and statetransition functions can be shortly called as "transition
rules", rules allowing the process i to send messages to
neighbors in order to compose its new state.

3.2. Descriptionof bio-environmental
surveillance
network
A bio-environmental surveillance network is a network
to monitor bio-environmental phenomena due to environmental factors based on WSN approach [4][5][8].
In this network, there are 2 distinct systems: a physical system and a network system which interact and
exchange data together in order to compose a whole
one: a bio-environmental surveillance network (figure 2).

The physical system of a bio-environmental surveillance network is the working space (or environment) in
which the phenomena occur. This space is divided as
units called cells (figure 2). Each cell has 4 neighbors
(Von Neumann neighborhoods), 8 neighbors (Moore
neighborhood), or 6 neighbors (hexagonal cell) [25]
(figure 3).

Figure 3. Neighborsof a cell.
The space in figure 2 represents a cellular automaton
which is depicted by a triple (S, n, f ) where:
1. A finite state set S. A state of a cell describes the
status of that cell.
2. Distance n identifying neighbor cells, normally
n=1. When n=1, a cell has at most 4, 6, or 8
surrounding cells.
3. Transition rule f: S n → S depicts the change of a
cell’s state at a specific time based on the current
state of the cell and its neighbors.
At the time t, the state of a cell depends on the
state at time t - 1 of its neighbors. The cell itself
can be integrated in its neighborhoods. Updating
cells are done by a transition rule. All cells have
the same transition rule and the transition rule is
applied to all cells at the same time. Whenever the
rule are applied to the entire system, they could
change the entire system synchronously.

Figure 2. A bio-environmental
surveillancenetworkis composed
of 2 systems. A physical system is a phenomena’
s workingspace
whichis dividedas cells. These cells are monitoredby a WSN
system (sensor and radio communications).
A physical system is a system that the phenomena
occur, in other words, it is a working space or working
environment of the phenomena. This space consists
of environmental factors and other conditions. For
example, brown planthoppers desire to suck rice plants
under some environmental factors, therefore, rice fields
and these factors compose a system termed: physical
system.
The above physical system is monitored by computing components which connect together to constitute a
wireless network. It is a WSN in which sensor nodes can
periodically sense factors in the physical system. Next,
sensed values are transmitted through the wireless network to a data center for post processing.
In short, the integration of the physical system
and wireless network system composes the bioenvironmental surveillance network. Both systems can
be modeled as synchronous networks.

3.3. Physical system
Description. The physical system can be considered as a
synchronous network since components of this network
can be found in the physical system.

Mathematically, the above cellular automaton of the
physical system is a topology of a synchronous network
which is modeled as a directed graph G1 =(V1 , E1 ) where
V1 is the collection of nodes and E1 is the set of edges.
Nodes. Each cell in figure 2 represents a node in the
graph G1 . By the time passing, each node i (also called
process i) holds a collection of states statesi of which a
state describes a status of the cell at a time t.
Edges. Edges in the graph G1 are composed by links
between a node and its neighbors (4, 6, 8 neighbors
in figure 3). Because G1 is a directed graph, there
are 2 edges between the node and a neighbor of it
(2 directions). Thus, these 2 edges can become an
undirected edge and G1 can be seen as an undirected
graph.
Behaviors. Behaviors at node i are expressed by
transition rules of states transitionsi . Normally, these
rules are functions which specify a set of conditions
causing bio-environmental phenomena.
3
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3.4. SynchronousWireless Sensor Network
Sensor nodes are distributed in the some cells of
the physical system (circles in figure 2) to measure
some factors in the physical one. These sensor nodes
can compose a synchronous WSN (section 3.1) in
which each node is a node of a graph G2 and each
edge between 2 nodes is identified thanks to their
communication ranges.
In this case, behaviors of the WSN can be operated as
followed:

it is clear that the cricket invasion is continuous,
however, the WSN, if applicable, does its jobs discretely.
Thus, both physical system and network system need to
have some synchronous points to synchronize the data
exchange between them (figure 4).

1. Firstly, states for all sensor nodes are initialized
to prepare output messages. These states is
the initial environmental conditions and insect
behaviors sensed from the physical insect system.
They are also messages sent through the network.

Figure 4. Synchronouspointsin BIOSYN.

2. Next, a loop will be executed forever throughout
each node.

4. Case study: The Brown Planthopper surveillance
network in the Mekong Delta

• Each node sends messages to its output
neighbors.
• States of the node and neighbors are changed
according to their current states and input
messages
• It prepares next output messages.

3.5. Cyber Physical System
A Cyber Physical System (CPS) [13] is a system
of collaborating computation and physical processes.
Embedded computers and networks monitor and
control the physical processes, usually with feedback
loops where physical processes affect computations and
vice versa. In physical world, the passage of time and
concurrency are two core characteristics.
The bio-environmental surveillance network fits
into a CPS framework. Environmental factors become
physical entities while the observation network is the
computation. Sensor nodes in the surveillance network
can sense the surrounding conditions and thanks to
monitoring the data collected in sensors, people can
have some decisions relating to their situations. These
build a physical loop between physical entities and
computation with timed characteristics.

3.6. BIOSYN
Both physical system and network system are modeled
as synchronous networks, therefore, the insect surveillance network can be called as BIOenvironmental
Surveillance sYnchronous Networks (BIOSYN).
It is necessary to have some synchronizations
between these two systems in operating such BIOSYN.
The point is that the physical system is a continuous
system while the WSN is a discrete one with an interval
time between two adjacent sensing times. For example,

4.1. Problematic
Light trap network is one of solutions for insect
management in Vietnam. The network uses light traps
to attract insects (due to their phototactics) in order
to classify and count insect densities. Thanks to these
density values, people can know situations of their
fields better and make decision if necessary.
The Wireless Sensor Network approach applied to a
light trap network (as proposed solutions in [4][5]), may
help calculating Brown Planthopper (BPH) densities
and measure environmental factors automatically. This
kind of solution uses sensors, new automatic light traps,
to measure environments and hopper behaviors. These
sensed values from sensors will be sent via a wireless
network to a data center periodically. Next, a backend system will manipulate these values and propose
solutions relating to situations of collected data. Such
application is called BPH surveillance network.

4.2. Synchronousnetworksfor BPH surveillance
A BPH surveillance network is a network to monitor
BPH behaviors due to environmental factors based
on WSN approach [4][5][8]. The network consists
of 2 systems: insect physical system and network
system [1]. These systems can be considered as
synchronous networks which use cellular automata as
their topologies.
In this network, working space or working environment of hoppers is divided as a grid of cells (a
cellular automaton) (figure 5). Some cells of the grid
contain automatic light trap sensor nodes to sampling
measure surrounding conditions and hopper densities.
These sensor nodes compose a massive coordinated
sensing machine which its topology is similar to mesh
connected WSN.
4
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2. Distance n identifying neighbor cells, normally
n=1. When n=1, a cell has at most 4, 6, 8
surrounding cells (depends on neighbor type
choice).
3. Transition rule f: S n → S depict the change of a
cell’s state at a specific time based on the current
state of the cell and its neighbors. For example,
if the center cell and its neighbors have the state
Normal at the time t, then the state of that cell at
the time t+1 is Normal: f(NNNNNNN) = N.
In fact, the transition rule f is a function
depending on some variables such as: density of
hoppers in a cell as well as its neighbors, rice age,
wind, hopper velocity and other environmental
factors.

Figure 5. A BPH surveillancenetworkis composedof 2 systems.
A insect physical system is the insect’s workingspace whichis
dividedas cells. These cells are monitoredby a WSN system.

• Rice age: The young rice is a very good food
for hoppers, therefore, they tend to locate
at the young rice fields [6][7][15]. On the
other hands, hoppers can not suck ripe rice
so they will propagate to other fields due
to wind if their rice in their current fields
become mature or ripe. In addition, young
rice is the first condition for hoppers landing.
The green color of young rices mapped into
the water is a very attractive color source for
hoppers, therefore, they tend to take landing
to the young ones. On the other hands, ripe
rice color does not attract hoppers because
they are not sensitive with this color.

4.3. Insect physical system
The insect physical system represents the insect
working space which is divided as cells. Each cell has
4 neighbors (Von Neumann), 6 neighbors (hexagonal)
or 8 neighbors (Moore).
The space in figure 5 represents a cellular automaton
(S, n, f), where:
1. A finite state set S. A state of a cell describes the
hopper status of that cell. This status is calculated
thanks to the density of hoppers at that cell. In
practice, people use following table [6] (figure 6)
to depict hopper statuses in their fields:

• Wind: the wind velocity, calculated in
cells/time step. It illustrates the maximum
distance that adult hoppers can propagate in
a time step. For example, 5 cells/t means that
hoppers can propagate to another cell with
the distance 5 from the current cell under the
wind direction. If there is no wind, hopper
can transmit to its neighbor cells. Only a part
of adult one can propagate to other fields. In
this paper, it is an predetermined constant.

Figure 6. Ascendinglevels of infested BPHs in rice fields
Therefore, at the time t, a cell in the hexagonal CA
can be valued as an element of the set {Normal,
Light, Medium,Heavy, Burn}.

• Hopper velocity. Without wind, hoppers can
propagate to near rice fields by this their
velocities, approximate 0.4m/s [16].

In addition, a cell may locate an automatic light
trap sensor node. This trap can catch hoppers and
the density of hoppers in the trap may indicate the
real infected situation at that cell. The following
table [30] (figure 7) is used for describing hopper
statuses in a sensor node:

• Hopper age. Totally, the life circle of BPHs is
26-30 days [15] depending on environmental
factors and it spreads in 3 phases: eggs,
nymphs and adults. The growth time lapse
of each phase is as followed: eggs 6-8 days,
nymph 12-15 days, adults 19 days. Some
experiments show that a female adult BPH
can lay 100-300 eggs during its life circle
[15].

Figure 7. Ascendinglevels of infested BPHs in light traps.

• Density of hoppers in a cell and its
surroundings. The relation between the
5
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density of a cell and its state depicted in
figure 6.
Mathematically, the above cellular automaton is a
topology of a synchronous network which is modeled
as a graph G1 =(V1 , E1 ) where V is the collection of
nodes and E is the set of edges.
Nodes. Each cell in figure 5 represents a node in the
graph G1 =(V1 , E1 ). By the time passing, each node
(or process) i composes a collection of states statesi of
which a state holds values of rice age, wind, and BPH
density at the time t.
Each node may consist a sensor node to sense
above factors of a state. When the sensor node senses
environment, it transmits the collected data to a
gateway for storing and post processing.
Edges. Edges in the graph G1 are composed by links
between a node and its neighbors (4, 6, 8 neighbors).
Because G is a directed graph, there are 2 edges between
the node and a neighbor of it (2 directions).
Example. Figure 8 is an example of a graph of the BPH
surveillance network in Phongdien district, Cantho,
Vietnam. In this example, the map of this district
is divided as hexagonal cells, each cell is almost a
commune of the district. For example, if Phongdien and
Nhonai communes are considered as a hexagonal center
(Center cell in the figure), following communes such as
Truonglong, Tanthoi, Giaixuan, Mykhanh, Nhannghia
(hexagons 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) become neighbors of the
hexagonal center approximately. The hexagon 0 is
another neighbor of the center, however, it seems to
occupy few area of Phongdien district.

Behaviors. Behaviors at node i are expressed by
transition rules of states transitionsi . Normally, these
rules are functions mapping a collection of states at a
cell and its neighbors at the time t to create the new
state of that cell at the time t+1. These transition rules
are applied simultaneously at every cell.
The following pseudo code depicts the transition rule
of a node n:
ALGORITHM: Transition rule (behaviors) of node n
at the time t
INPUT:
d[n,v]: density of v-days old BPH at the time t-1
(v=1..hopperLifeCircle)
environment: surrounding conditions including
wind, temperature, humidity, etc
OUTPUT: state of the node n
/ / At t h e t i m e t , BPHs i n c r e a s e 1 day o l d
f o r ( i =2; i <= 2 8 ; i ++)
d[n , v] = d[n , v −1];
/ / Egg : 1 . . 6 days , nymph : 7−14 d a y s ;
/ / a d u l t : 15−28 d a y s
eggDays = 6 ;
nymphDays = 1 4 ;
adultDays=h o p p e r L i f e C i r c l e ;
/ / Choose h o p p e r s i n day 15−28 t o g i v e Eggs ,
/ / i f t h e s e h o p p e r s were u s e d b e f o r e ,
/ / choose other ones
/ / When e g g s a r e c r e a t e d ,
/ / they are accumulated i n t o d [1]
layEggs ( 1 5 , 2 8 , d [ n ] , Environment ) ;
/ / C a l c u l a t e d e a t h r a t e w it h a r a t e r
calculateHopperDeath ( d [ n ] , r , environment ) ;

Figure 8. The graph of Phong Dien district, Canthowhenit is
dividedas hexagonalcells.
The graph of the BPH surveillance network of this
district is illustrated in the right of figure 8. In this
graph, each hexagonal cell becomes a node and 2 cells
in a neighborhood compose an edge. The Center cell is
illustrated as a node A which has 6 neighbors named
B, C, D, E, G, F (corresponding to cells 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
respectively). However, each of B, C, D, E, G, F only has
3 neighbors.

/ / d e n s i t y o f node n
density = calculateDensity (d ) ;
i f ( d e n s i t y >= THRESHOLD or
environment . r i c e A g e I S NOT young )
i f ( environment . windVelocity ==0) / / no wind
for ( j in neighbors of n ) {
/ / C a l c u l a t e t h e number o f
/ / m i g r a t i n g a d u l t s from n t o j
propagateHopperNoWind ( d , n , j ) ;
}
e l s e / / h a s wind v e l o c i t y
for ( j in neighbors of n )
i f ( j i s i n leeward o f n ) {
/ / C a l c u l a t e t h e number o f m i g r a t i n g
/ / a d u l t s from n t o j a c c o r d i n g t o
/ / t h e wind v e l o c i t y
propagateHopperWind ( d , n , j ,
environment . windVelocity ) ;
}
}
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}
/ / c a l c u l a t e i n c o m i n g h o p p e r s from n e i g h b o r s
for ( j in neighbors of n ) {
calculateIncomminghoppers ( d , n , j ) ;
}
/ / c a l c u l a t e s t a t e o f n at the time t
state = calculateState (d , n ) ;

includes data sensing, packaging, and transmitting via
the network topology.
Sensor nodes of the WSN can sense environmental factors and hopper density. Sensor nodes are able
to measure temperature, humidity, wind, light intensity, which are factors influencing hopper behaviors.
Besides, nodes can also support in situ hopper density
counting or estimation.

}

Hopper propagation under wind direction In
the above algorithm, the method propagateHopperWind(d, n, j, environment.windVelocity) calculate
the number of adult hoppers migrating from n to j.
This hopper migration number can be calculated as
followed:
Let node n is a source cell which is able to propagate d
adult hoppers under the wind velocity v (m cells/t). Thus,
the wind velocity causes adult hoppers distribute to at
most m cells in a period of time t. In this case, the number
of hoppers propagating to a cell nk which has distance
k from the source cell n under the wind direction, is
estimated as 2dk (figure 9).

Data packet Before transmitting, data is packed as
packets which each of them has the structure as in
figure 10. In this structure, ID is the unique ID of the
packet and location ID represents the ID of the sensor
node that senses environmental factors. The time that
the sensor node senses data is described by a time
stamp. Source ID depicts the sensor node that sends
the packet while destination ID is the ID of next node
that the packet is received. Normally, the destination
ID is identified thanks to a routing table [31], a table
that routes packets to a sink (or a gateway). These
attributes compose a header of the packet. In addition
to the header, the packet contains a data part which
stores surrounding conditions such as light intensity,
temperature, humidity, wind velocity, wind direction
and hopper density.

Figure 10. Packet structurein the hopperobservationWSN.

Figure 9. Estimationof propagatedadult hoppersdue to wind.

4.4. HopperobservationWireless Sensor Network
A WSN is created by distributing sensor nodes in
some cells to sampling measure environmental factors
and hopper density (sensor P1, P2,... in figure 5).
Data collections from the WSN can be considered
as indications for the operating of the whole BPH
surveillance network as well as for post processing. The
WSN can be considered as a synchronous network.
The WSN represents a mesh network by being
considering as a graph G2 =(V2 , E2 ) where V2 is a
collection of nodes and E2 is a collection of edges. A
node in V2 represents a sensor node while an edge is
created between 2 sensor nodes if their distance is at
most the transmission range (figure 5). In addition, each
sensor node in the WSN has its own behaviors.
Behaviors. Behaviors of the WSN depict the data dissemination inside the network. This data dissemination

A packet here depicts a structure to maintain a piece
of spatial-temporal data. Indeed, time stamp illustrates
the temporal aspect while location id describes the
spatial one and the data part of the packet becomes data
aspect. Figure 11 is an example of this piece of data. It
can be translated as: at the time 01/02/2016 08:07:56
AM, the sensor node 10 has 500 hoppers caught at the
temperature 29o C and 5.5 km/h wind velocity.

Figure 11. Exampleof a piece of spatial-temporal data.
Consequently, a packet can be declared as the
following C based pseudo code:
typedef s t r u c t {
i n t ID ;
i n t sourceID , desID ;
/ / l o c a l ID o f s e n s o r node t h a t s e n s e s d a t a
int location ;
/ / t i m e stamp o f s e n s i n g
i n t timeStamp ;
int dataSize ;
f l o a t densityHoppers ;
float lightIntensity ;
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• DataRate: the rate (speed) to transmit data (Kbps).
This rate depends on the frequency used to
transmit data.

f l o a t temperature , humidity ;
f l o a t velocityWind ;
f l o a t directionWind ;
} LocalPacket ;

The communication time Tlocal_transmit from one node
to another node in the WSN is shown as below:

Packet dissemination These behaviors compose of
sensing surrounding conditions, packing into a packet
and sending the packet to a gateway node (figure 12).

DataSize
(2)
DataRate
Therefore, the duration of time that a sensor finish
executing its tasks (Figure 8) is calculated as:
Ttransmit =

Tnode = Tsensing + Ttransmit

(3)

Let Tto_gateway be a duration of time that the gateway
finishes collecting data from all other nodes (figure 8),
then Tto_gateway is estimated as:
Tnode ≤ Tto_gateway ≤ nTnode

Figure 12. Procedureof sensing and sendinga packet.
Figure 12 depicts behaviors of a sensor node in the
hopper observation WSN. First, next execution time of
a sensor node is identified by a timer. Next, the sensor
node measures surrounding conditions and receives
sensed data from environment, then these pieces of data
are packed as a packet (as in figure 10). A pre-calculated
routing table is used to route the local packet to its
gateway where data is concentrated.
Timer In the WSN, timer is a mechanism calculating
the time when nodes (sensor, sink and gateway) execute
their tasks. This time can be figured out based on
sensing times of sensor nodes and communication times
to transmit packets to the gateway.
Assume that each sensor node contains n sensors, ti
is a duration of time to read sensor i. Therefore, Tread =
{t1 , t2 , ..., tm } is a collections of times to read sensors in a
sensor node.
Let Tsensing (s) is the sensing time, a duration of time
that a sensor node finish reading all its sensors. This
time is calculated as:
⇒ Tsensing = Max{t1 , t2 , ..., tm } = Max{T }

• DataSize: sizes of a packet(bit).

where n is the number of sensor nodes of the WSN.
Indeed, in the best case, all sensor nodes transmit their
data directly to the gateway at the same time, then
Tto_gateway is approximately Tnode . However, in the worst
case, sensor nodes perform sequentially, then Tto_gateway
is around nTnode .
The interval time T between 2 next actions of a sensor
node in the BPHSUN can be calculated as the maximum
of Tto_gateway after adding an error-time ∆t. Therefore, T
is estimated as:

European Alliance
for Innovation

(5)

⇒ T = n(Tsensing + Ttransmit ) + ∆t

(6)

Routing table Routing table [31] is a structure to store
shortest paths from a node to other nodes in a WSN. In
the BWSN, because automatic light trap sensor nodes
located at fixed positions, routing table is pre-calculated
and stored to disseminate data to the gateway.
Distance vector algorithm [31] is used to calculate
routing tables for a WSN G(V , E). The algorithm is
shown as below:
ALGORITHM: Calculate a routing table for node v to
other nodes in G(V , E)
INPUT: c[v, w]: the direct cost from v to w (w ∈ V ).
OUTPUT: D[v, w]: distance between v and w (w ∈ V ).
Next(v, w): next node to reach to w from v. (w ∈ V )
createRoutingtable ( ) {
f o r each (w i n V)
D[ v , w] = 0 ;
D[ v , v ] = _INFINITY ;
/ / Find r o u t e from v t o o t h e r s
f o r each (w i n V ) {
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To transmit data to the gateway, following factors are
considered:
• f: the frequency used to transmit data (Hz).

(4)
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i f (w == v ) continue ;
/* S e l e c t the s h o r t e s t distance
from v t o i t s n e i g h b o r s
a f t e r adding d i r e c t c o s t s * /
minCost = D[ v , w ] ; / / o l d d i s t a n c e
neighbor = −1;
nextNode = Next ( v , w ) ;
f o r each ( j i n v . getNeighbors ( ) ) {
neighbor = j ;
newCost = c [ v , j ] + D[ j , w ] ;
i f ( newCost < minCost ) {
minCost=newCost ;
nextNode=neighbor ;
}
}
/ / Update r o u t i n g t a b l e
D[ v ,w]= minCost ;
Next [ v ,w]= nextNode ;

Figure 14. Routingtables after 2 steps.
attribute location depicts the local ID of the sensor node
that senses these surrounding conditions.
Example: Assume that P1,P2,P3,P4 are sensor nodes
and P0 is the sink node of the graph in figure ??,
according to routing tables in figure 14, collected data
from P1, P2, P4 can send directly to P0 while P3 needs
2 hops to reach to P0 (P3 - P1 - P0). Figure 15 depicts
a round how sensed data from sensor nodes reaches the
sink node P0.

}
}

The above algorithm is executed parallely for all
nodes v ∈ V , then paths from all node v ∈ V to other
nodes are found after 1 execution step. This procedure
of calculating routing tables for all nodes is looped until
distances are unchanged.
Example Let a WSN given by a graph G2 (V2 , E2 )
(figure 13). Assume that the direct cost from a node to
its neighbors is 1.

Figure 13. Exampleof a graph to calculate routingtables.
The following result are routing tables of all nodes
in the graph G2 after 2 execution steps. After 2 steps,
routing tables of all nodes are unchanged, thus, they
become final routing tables.
Routing packets It is a process of sending and
receiving packets at each sensor node based on a routing
table so that all packets are concentrated at the gateway.
Before sensed data is transmitted, it is packed as a
packet (as figure 10). The packet consists of an ID,
source ID, destination ID, location, time stamp and
other measured values of environmental factors. The

Figure 15. Exampleof routinglocal packets.
To implement this mechanism, a sending buffer
and a receiving buffer are maintained at each sensor
node. These buffers are used in 2 following methods:
sendLocalPackets() and receiveLocalPackets() to send
and receive local packets at a node v. All nodes in a sub
network at level 1 execute these methods concurrently.
Sending packets Sending packets takes place at
sensor nodes of the WSN after they are granted
execution times from the timer. First, environmental
factors are sensed by sensors of a node and these pieces
of sensed data are packed as a packet. Next, the packet
is added to sending buffer of the node. The next step is
to move all packets from the node’s receiving buffer to
its sending buffer in order to send to the gateway thanks
to the routing table.
The algorithm is described as followed:
ALGORITHM: send local packets at a sensor node
INPUT: Node v, routing table t, receiving buffer
v.receiveBuff
OUTPUT: sending buffer v.sendBuf
sendLoca lPacket ( ) {
i f ( isExecutionTime ( ) ) {
i f ( ! isLeader ( v ) ) {
senseData ( ) ;
/ / S e n s e d a t a from e n v i r o n m e n t
createPacket (p ) ; / / Create a packet
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l = Leader ( v ) ;
/ / Find l e a d e r o f v
/ / Next hop o f v i s d e s t i n a t i o n ID o f p
p . d e s t i n a t i o n I D = t . Next [ v ] [ l ] ;
v . sendBuff . Add( p ) ;
f o r each ( packet p i n v . r e c e i v e B u f f )
v . sendBuff . Add( p ) ;
v . r e c e i v e B u f f . C le a r ( ) ;
}
}
}

Receiving local packets When sensor nodes are
granted execution times, they start receiving packets
from their neighbors. Main idea of receiving packets
at a node v is to locate in the sending buffer of each
neighbor of v in order to find packets considering v as
their destination IDs, then these packets are added to
the receiving buffer of v.

densities do not need to be sensed frequently; instead, it
is suggested that they are calculated every interval time
calculated in formula (6).
Synchronous points t0 , t1 , ..., tn (as in figure 4, section
3.6) between physical system and WSN system are
calculated thanks to the interval time in formula (6).
These synchronous points are necessary because the
physical system is continuous while the WSN operates
discretely. In addition, light traps are turned on at night
to attract insects and insect densities are counted in
the next morning; during night time, environmental
conditions and hopper densities do not need to be
sensed frequently because they do not change so much
in a short period of time.

5. Bio-environmental surveillance network data
model

A bio-environmental surveillance network plays important role in collecting data. Thanks to the current data
ALGORITHM: receive local packets at a node
collection and historical data, people can know better
their solutions and can make suitable decisions. For
INPUT: Node v, routing table t
example, in comparison with historical light trap data,
OUTPUT: receiving buffer v.receiveBuf
the current trap data may indicate the peak season of
BPH and people can propose a suitable cultivation time.
receiveLocalPacket ( ) {
The data model of the bio-environmental surveili f ( isExecutionTime ( ) ) {
l = Leader ( v ) ; / / Find l e a d e r o f v
lance network consists of 2 parts: meta-data model
f o r each ( Neighbor j o f v ) {
and data collection model. Meta-data model depicts
f o r each ( packet p i n j . sendBuf ) {
the meta structure of a bio-environmental surveillance
desID = p . d e s t i n a t i o n I D ;
network, includes of the physical system and WSN
i f ( desID == v . ID ) {
system. On the other hand, data collection model is the
/ / Next hop o f v i s d e s t i n a t i o n ID o f p
model of collected data; it depends on what types of
NextID = t . Next [ v ] [ l ] ;
data people want to collect or sense.
p . d e s t i n a t i o n I D = NextID ;
v . r e c e i v e B u f f . Add( p ) ;
}
}
}
}
}

4.5. Cyber Physical System synchronization
Sensor nodes are deployed into some cells to sense
meteorological conditions and to count the BPH
density. In this problem, sensor nodes are automatic
light traps which are able to sense these above factors
and transmit these sensed values to a gateway. Circles
in figure 5 depict communication ranges of sensor
nodes while centers of these circles are sensor node
localizations.
Normally, manual light traps are turned on at night
to attract insects and insect densities are counted in the
next morning. Therefore, automatic light trap sensor
nodes almost sleep during day time. In addition, during
night time, environmental conditions and hopper

5.1. Meta-data model
Figure 16 illustrates the meta-data model of a bioenvironmental surveillance network. In this model,
TCellularSystem, TCell, TSensorNode are important
entities to depict 2 systems in a surveillance network:
physical and network system. However, the main focus
of the model is the entity TCell and its relationships.
Cell is a unit of the surveillance network. Each cell
maintains a position in the image (xPos, yPos) and its
geographical location (longitude, latitude, elevation).
Each cell can be a Von Neumman type (4 neighbors),
hexagon type (6 neighbors) or Moore type (8 neighbors).
The entity TCellSystem maintains the cellular system
of the surveillance network. It can show the width and
the height of a Von Neumman and Moore cell, or show
the radius of a hexagonal cell. Besides, when a cellular
system is created, a time stamp and a name is assigned
to it. Each cellular system has an own ID.
Each pixel of the map of the physical system is stored
in the entity TPixel. RGB color space is used to process
image data. Besides, each pixel is in a fixed position (x,y)
10
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Figure 16. Data modelfor bio-environmental
surveillancenetwork.
in the image. A pixel belongs to a cell, but a cell can
consist of many pixels.
The entity CellNeighbors maintains neighbors of
cells. Each cell can have 4, 6, 8 neighbors. Each neighbor
is assign an order from 0..3 (4 neighbors), 0..5 (6
neighbors), 0..7 (8 neighbors).
These above entities illustrate the physical system
of a BIOSYN, however, entity TSensorNode depicts
the WSN system in the BIOSYN. Each sensor node is
assigned an ID, a name and type (sensor node, sink
node, gateway). Each sensor node is in a cell while a cell
can contain at most a sensor node.
In a more general case, people can have many cellular
systems interacting each other, the entity TProject is
introduced to solve it. A project can have many cellular
system while a cellular system belongs to only one
project.

For example, the data collection model of a BPH
surveillance network is as followed (figure 17):

Figure 17. Data modelfor BPH surveillance.

5.2. Data collectionmodel
Different surveillance applications have different data
collection model. For instance, water level may be
taken into account in the data collection model of a
flooding surveillance. However, temperature, humidity,
light intensity, wind, hopper density are considered as
factors in a BPH surveillance data model.
To be simple, the data model consists of 2 entities
TData, TSensingData which has relations with TCell
and TSensor, respectively. Fields in these 2 entities
are almost the same such as: time stamp and other
environmental factors. The difference is the TData
depicts the data generated from the physical system
while TSensingData contains sampling sensing data
from surrounding conditions.

6. Implementation
6.1. Work flo
The implementation of a BIOSYN contains 3 important
parts: data structure, states and behaviors. Firstly, data
structure (cells in figure 2) is generated from geographic
data. Next, states and behaviors are implemented in
CUDA [20] to illustrate synchronous characteristics in
the model.
CUDA is chosen for implementing BPHSYN since
the parallel programming paradigm of CUDA is wellsuited for the model’s concurrency.
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typedef s t r u c t {
/ / o f f s e t c o o r d i n a t e s o f t h e hexa c e l l
i n t xPos , yPos ;
/ / n e i g h b o r s o f s e n s o r node
Neighbor Neighbors [MAXFLOW] ;
} Channel ;
typedef Network Channel [N ] ; / / WSN

6.4. Behaviorsimplementation
Behaviors of the physical system and WSN system
depends on different surveillance networks. For example, these behaviors of a BPH surveillance network are
implemented as descriptions in 4.3 and 4.4.
Figure 18. Work flo for modelingphysical and WSN system.

6.2. Physical system data structure
Graph. The following CUDA code is the definition of
the physical system graph. Supposes that the physical
system uses hexagonal cellular automata.
typedef s t r u c t {
int x , y ;
} Point2D ;
typedef s t r u c t {
i n t xPos , yPos ; / / o f f s e t c o o r d i n a t e s
Point2D Corners [ 6 ] ; / / 6 c o r n e r s
i n t Neighbors [ 6 ] ; / / 6 n e i g h b o r s
} Hexagon ;
/ / Honeycomb s t r u c t u r e
typedef Hexagrid Hexagon [N ] ;

State variables. Each node in the graph represents
a process in a synchronous network. This process
maintains a structure to store its state variables by
the time passing. The following code is the definition
of a state variable in the case study BPH surveillance
network:
typedef s t r u c t {
i n t xPos , yPos ; / / p o s i t i o n
float
riceAges ;
/ / r i c e ages
I n s e c t D e n s i t y densityBPH ;
float
windVelocity ;
Direction
windDirection ;
} State ;

6.3. Wireless Sensor Networkdata structure
Sensor nodes are distributed in some cells of the graph.
The following code describes the definition of the WSN
in a bio-environmental surveillance network:
typedef s t r u c t {
i n t node ;
float distance ;
} Neighbor ;

7. Experiment
7.1. Data used
The simulation of the BPH synchronous network uses
data collections in Cantho city (figure 5), a typical rice
city in the Mekong Delta. Current light traps (8 traps till
2015) are considered as sensor nodes, automatic light
trap sensor nodes, in the simulation (circles in figure
5). Hexagonal cellular automata is used by dividing the
area of Cantho into hexagonal cells with approximately
0.18km2 each.

7.2. Tools used
Some tools are used in this experiment. A self developed
tool HexGen is used to generate codes of hexagonal
cellular automata synchronous networks in Cuda.
Besides, the map of Cantho city is processed by the
tool PickCell in the framework NetGen [18]. Behaviors
of the BPHSYN are implemented in CUDA to run
the simulation on the NVIDIA card GeForce GTX 680
1.15GHz with 1536 CUDA Cores (8 Multiprocessors x
192 CUDA Cores/MP).

7.3. Sensor node intervaltimecalculation
According to Formula 6 the sensor node interval
time of the BPHSUN depends on sensing times and
communication times.
Actually, sensing time of a sensor is the response time
of that sensor. This time relies on type of sensors as
well as concrete surrounding conditions. A sensor node
here is an automatic light trap [35] consists of following
sensors shown in figure 19. This figure also depicts the
response time of each sensor [32][33][34].
Therefore, the sensing time is Tsensing = 20s. There are
8 sensor nodes ⇒ n = 8.
LORA technology [28] is used to transmit data in the
BPH surveillance network in Mekong Delta[35]. The
board Semtech SX1276 [28] is used since it is suitable
for allowance frequencies in Vietnam. The specification
of this board shows that it has 0.018-37.5 kbps data
12
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Figure 19. Responsetimesof sensorsin a light trap sensornode
rate, the frequency 433Mhz. Assume that the board is
configured to work with 11kbps data rate.
According to 10, the size of each packet is 48 bytes
(DataSize = 48).

Ttransmit =

DataSize
48 ∗ 8
=
= 0.384s
DataRate 11 ∗ 1000

According to formula 6, the interval time T is
calculated as:
⇒ T = 163.072 + ∆t(s)
Because environmental factors do not change so
much during a short period of time, ∆t = 1636.928s
is chosen ⇒ T =1800s = 30 minutes. Thus, the interval
time between 2 adjacent actions of a sensor node is 30
minutes. If a light trap works 4 hours every night, the
sensor node senses environment and transmits data 9
times.

Figure 20. BPHs in rice field and sensor nodes in the
beginning.

decreasing. On the 30th day, it almost becomes normal
on the rice fields and in sensor nodes.

7.4. Scenario: physical system and networksystem
synchronization
This simulation depicts the interaction between the
insect physical system and WSN system in the BPH
surveillance network. Sampling data from sensor nodes
play as inputs for the insect physical system. On the
other hands, when the insect physical system occurs,
the collected data from sensor nodes illustrates the
damage level caused by BPHs.
In the beginning, the WSN gives environmental
conditions at 8 locations of sensor nodes. The
temperature is 30o C (the common temperature in
Mekong Delta). The wind direction is 2 (the direction
from the center cell to cell 5 in figure 8 with the velocity
is 5km/h (approximately 10 hexagonal cells/h). That
means BPHs can transmit to the cell distance 10 from
the source cell in one hour. Besides, almost rice fields
in Cantho are almost young and suffer lightly from
hoppers (light infection color of rice fields and sensor
nodes as in figure 20).
The density of hoppers tends to increase in the
next days. Due to wind, hoppers spread in other rice
fields of Cantho and their densities it rises gradually
until the 5th day. On this day, hopper burns appear
in almost communes in Cantho while few places are
light or medium infection (figure 22). The infected area
reaches maximum value on the 13th day, then it begins

Figure 21. Hopperburnson the 13th day.
Figure 22 illustrates tendencies of BPHs in rice
fields and automatic light trap sensor nodes during
this simulation. Starting with light infections in the
beginning, densities of hoppers increase gradually and
reach the peak point at the 13th , 14th , 15th day. From
that day, they decrease slowly and they almost become
normal densities at the 30th day.
Figure 22 also describes that the density of hoppers
caught in automatic light trap sensor nodes is ratio
with that of hoppers in rice fields. In other words, data
collection in sensor nodes can be used as an indication
for the hopper infection in rice field. However, there
is not many investigation about the relation between
them.
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Figure 22. Rice field and automaticlight trap sensornodedata
collectionafter 30 days of simulation.

8. Conclusion
We have described the a bio-environmental surveillance
network BIOSYN as synchronous networks. In our
work, a BIOSYN is an interaction of a physical
process, modeled as a synchronous network, and a
synchronous WSN. Environmental factors sensed in
the WSN provide inputs for the execution of the bioenvironmental physical system. On the other hands, the
effect of the bio-environmental phenomena is sampling
measured by sensor nodes. These composes a feed back
loop between the physical system and the network
system.
Cellular automata are considered of the bioenvironmental surveillance network topology, especially in the physical system. Indeed, bio-environmental
phenomena behave in an environment which is divided
as cellular cells of which each has 4, 6, 8 neighbors.
These cells compose a synchronous network which is
modeled as a graph by considering each cell is as a node
and two vicinity cells compose an edge. In addition,
concurrent characteristics of the network are depicted
as node behaviors.
The mesh network is used to disseminate data via the
WSN network. The WSN is considered as a graph of
which nodes are sensor nodes and edges are composed
thanks to sensor node communication ranges. A timer is
used to schedule sensor node behaviors in synchronous
rounds to disseminate data to a gateway. A database
schema is also introduced to maintain historical sensor
node sampling data for post processing.
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